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Anchor Level 3 – A 

Quality Commentary 

The response: 
Meaning Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis (This 

quote means that for you to be good or do the right things, yoo need to hurt others and sometime 

yourself). The response makes superficial connections between the criteria and Of Mice and Men 

(George did What was better for Lenny but for that to happen George had to kill Lenny) and That 

Was Then, This Is Now (Bryon did something good for the community but he also did something 

bad because he call the police to his best friend).  

Development Develops ideas briefly, using some evidence from the texts (George and Lenny were best friends 

but George end up on killing Lenny because if he wouidn’t had done it, then someone else wooid) 

and (Mark started to sell drugs and Bryon found some drugs and it was ironic because Bryon call 

the police to Mark even though they were best friends), relying primarily on general statements and 

brief plot summaries. 

Organization Maintains a clear and appropriate focus (Sometimes for you to be good or the the right things, 

sometimes you need to hurt others and sometime yourself). The response exhibits a logical 

sequence of ideas within four paragraphs that includes an introduction, two short body paragraphs, 

and a concluding paragraph that reiterates the interpretation. The response lacks internal 

consistency as it shifts from second person within the first and last paragraph to third person 

throughout the rest of the response. 

Language Use Relies on basic vocabulary (is mainly about two friends who travel together and who grew up 

together but one of them decided to grow up and the other one did not) that is sometimes imprecise 

(and one end up killing another and Peace for “pieces”), with little awareness of audience or 

purpose. The response exhibits some attempt to vary sentence structure and length for effect (That 

Was Then This is Now by S.E. Hinton, and Of Mice and Men, by, John Steinbeck are two of many 

Peace of literature that help support this critical len), but with uneven success. 

Conventions Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (wooid and len), 

punctuation (That Was Then This is Now, by, S.E. Hinton; John Steinbeck novel), grammar (Both 

author uses Irony, Of Mice and Men support this, Bryon call), and usage (end up on and Police to 

Mark) that hinder comprehension. 

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3, although it is somewhat stronger in 

organization. 
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Anchor Level 3 – B 

Quality Commentary 

The response: 
Meaning Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis (That hero 

can do good things for people or for anything, but something tragedic can happen to that person 

anytime). The response makes superficial connections between the criteria and Death of a Salesman 

(He was being a hero by going to work everyday and keeping a roof over him and his family heads. 

His tragedic started when he lost his job) and Fences (He was the hero of the family, until he did bad 

things).  

Development Develops ideas briefly using some evidence from Death of a Salesman (He later on died from a car 

crash) and Fences (He’s trying to be a good father by telling his son to go back to the AP 

Supermarket and get his job back), but relies primarily on plot summaries. The response makes a 

one-sentence reference to the characterization of the protaginst in each text being a hardworking 

man with an undeveloped follow-up in Death of a Salesman (Willy had to travel from state to state 

selling woman stockings). 

Organization Establishes, but fails to maintain, an appropriate focus on the idea that a hero can do good things for 

anybody or anything, but theirs a time when that person has to go. The response exhibits a 

rudimentary structure, presenting an introduction, two body paragraphs, and a conclusion that ends 

in an irrelevant statement that shifts to the second person (You Can be a hero all you want, but when 

your time comes be prepared or take it how it is). 

Language Use Relies on basic vocabulary (People have to die one day and take care of the kids), that is sometimes 

imprecise (their for “there” and then later on his tragedy happen Which was his getting a heart 

attack), with little awareness of audience or purpose. The response exhibits some attempt to vary 

sentence structure or length for effect, but with uneven success (He feel like his son needs a job to 

take himself and help the family also). 

Conventions Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (tragedic and protaginst), 

punctuation (people life; two son’s name; lot of money, he), capitalization (Husband and tragedy”, 

this), grammar (this quote mean and Troy Work hard), and usage (husband for Rose and him and his 

son) that hinder comprehension. 

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3 in all qualities. 
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Anchor Level 3 – C 

Quality Commentary 

The response: 
Meaning Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis (Hes 

saying that hero don’t make everything better, no matter what there will in some way be a tragedy). 

The response makes superficial connections between Macbeth (Mac beth’s character goes from a 

honorable hero to a trader) and “Shooting an Elephant” (the man is suppose to be a hero but, yet he 

shoots the elephant and everyones mad at him). 

Development The response develops ideas briefly, using some evidence from Macbeth (When he gets to caught up 

in the power he Kills his own King and he even kills own friend) and “Shooting an Elephant” (So the 

officer comes down as the hero with his gun. All the people want the the elephant to live), but relies 

primarily on brief plot summaries. 

Organization Establishes, but fails to maintain, an appropriate focus by first introducing the idea that heroes don’t 

make things better and supporting this by showing how the conscious decisions of both Macbeth and 

the officer in “Shooting an Elephant” made them responsible for the tragedies they experienced, yet 

concluding with the idea that there will always be a tragedy or a problem because they are 

unpreventable. The response exhibits a rudimentary structure, presenting an introductory paragraph, 

two brief body paragraphs, and a brief conclusion, but includes an inconsistency by introducing the 

second person pronoun “you” in the conclusion. 

Language Use Uses language that is imprecise (to for “too”, trader for “traitor”, comes down as) and unsuitable 

(guy and serves his King right) for the audience and purpose. The response reveals little awareness 

of how to use sentences to achieve an effect (The officer eventually shoots the elephant “bang” the 

gun was shoot). 

Conventions Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (greety), punctuation (said 

“Give; better, no matter; hes; invincible, he; hero but, yet), and grammar (hero don’t, he get, was 

shoot) that hinder comprehension. 

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3, although it is somewhat weaker in 

language use. 
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Anchor Level 2 – A 

Quality Commentary 

The response: 
Meaning Provides a confused interpretation of the critical lens, stating that the critical lens … is something 

used in most works of litrature that have something to do with an aventure. The response alludes to 

the critical lens but does not use it to analyze The Catcher in the Rye or Oedipus the King.  

Development Is incomplete and largely undeveloped, hinting at ideas, but references to the texts are vague (Holden 

is trying to overcome society but can’t because of who he is and Oedipys thought he was doing the 

rite thing by leaving his city because he thought he was saving his parents). 

Organization Lacks an appropriate focus but suggests some organization. The response introduces the critical lens 

and consists of a single paragraph that presents a confused interpretation of the lens, refers briefly to 

the two texts, and concludes with an agreement with the lens. Simple connecting language is used 

throughout (Take The Catcher in the Ry, Also take, I so agree). 

Language Use Relies on basic vocabulary (He gets kicked out of school and I have to say), with little awareness of 

audience and purpose. The response exhibits some attempt to vary sentence structure or length for 

effect, but with uneven success (Also take Oedipys by Sophicles, Oedipys thought … but then finds 

out he already hurt his real family becus he already kiled his father unnoingly and maried his 

mother). 

Conventions Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (opinon, becus, unnoingly), 

punctuation (The Catcher in the Ry  and Oedipys), and grammar (something … that have) that hinder 

comprehension. 

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2, although it is somewhat stronger in 

language use and conventions. 
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Anchor Level 2 – B 

Quality Commentary 

The response: 
Meaning Provides a confused interpretation of the critical lens (F. Scott States that every good moment or 

thing will end). The response alludes to tragedy when discussing Hamlet and Romeo and Juliet (In 

witch Happiness is felt along side tradgety and there Love Soon turnes to tragity when Both Romeo 

And Juliet commit suicide), but does not analyze how it applies to the concept of heroism. 

Development Is incomplete and largely undeveloped, hinting at ideas, but references to both texts are vague (a 

young man descovers the true Reason for his fathers Death and But their love is for biden By fueding 

families who continue to hold a groudge). 

Organization Suggests a focus on the idea that Happines causes tradgity and suggests some organization through 

the use of paragraphing, but lacks a conclusion. 

Language Use Relies on basic vocabulary (this is a qoute i agree with and and the person who did it) that is 

sometimes imprecise (he also occured his lover and witch for “which”), with little awareness of 

audience and purpose. The response exhibits some attempt to vary sentence structure or length for 

effect, but with uneven success [Hamlet (the young man) Becomes angry and Seeks Revenge; even 

though he acheves Revenge he also occured his lover ophelia to go mad and kills ophilia’s father]. 

Conventions Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting frequent errors in spelling (occure, descovers, tradgity, for 

biden), punctuation (Fitzgerald; F. Scott; Fathers; Revenge he also; the book Romeo and Juliet), and 

capitalization (i, with. examples, Fueding) that make comprehension difficult. 

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2, although it is somewhat stronger in 

language use. 
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Anchor Level 2 – C 

Quality Commentary 

The response: 
Meaning Provides a confused and incomplete interpretation of the critical lens, stating that every hero has a 

story of how they become a hero. The response alludes to the critical lens (I conside his as a hero 

because the did what was best and I also think of her as a hero because not every one would do the 

same thing that she did), but does not use it to analyze the chosen texts. 

Development Is incomplete and largely undeveloped, hinting at ideas, but references to the texts are vague (the 

People who’m are looking for him and She decide to go with the two boy’s out side … to safe her 

family) and sometimes unjustified (when Lennie kills george). 

Organization Lacks an appropriate focus on the critical lens (Some people might have different story of how they 

are considered as a hero) and suggests some organization through the use of paragraphing that 

moves away from the interpretation and very loosely connects back to the hero aspect of the lens. 

Language Use Uses language that is imprecise (the for “he”, they would’ve tourchered him how it would’ve been 

worst, safe for “save”, then for “than”). The response reveals little awareness of how to use 

sentences to achieve an effect (Some might be more tragyk then others but the the end as the same 

results of being a “Hero.”). 

Conventions Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting frequent errors in spelling (writen, insted, tragyk), 

punctuation (In other words he; “Of Mice and Men”; two boy’s), capitalization (george, People, 

“Hero”), grammar (hero has their, a women, she decide to), and usage (agree to this quote and 

people who’m are looking) that make comprehension difficult. 

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2 in all qualities. 
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Anchor Level 1 – A 

Quality Commentary 

The response: 
Meaning Provides a confused and incomplete interpretation of the critical lens (The quote … shows that he’s 

saying that, show somebody that’s gonna save the person and he’s gonna get somebody to get him). 

The response alludes to the critical lens but does not use it to analyze the chosen texts. 

Development Is minimal, with no evidence of development. 

Organization Shows no focus or organization. The response consists of one sentence, which gives a confused 

interpretation of the lens. 

Language Use Is minimal. 

Conventions Is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable. 

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 1, although it is somewhat stronger in 

meaning. 
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Anchor Level 1 – B 

Quality Commentary 

The response: 
Meaning Does not refer to the critical lens. The response alludes to the critical lens by mentioning the word 

heros. The response makes no reference to any specific texts. 

Development Is minimal, with no evidence of development. 

Organization Is too brief to demonstrate organization. 

Language Use Is minimal. 

Conventions Is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable. 

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 1. 
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Regents Comprehensive Examination in English 

June 2015 

Map to Core Curriculum 

 

The table below shows which core performance indicator or standard and key idea each item is aligned to. 

The numbers in the table represent the question numbers of the examination. 

 

 Core Performance 

Indicators 
Standard 1 Standard 2 Standard 3 

Listening  2, 8 4, 5 1, 3, 6, 7 

Reading 9, 14, 19, 24 15, 23, 25 11, 20, 21 10, 12, 13, 16, 

17, 18, 22 

Writing 26, 27, 28 26, 27, 28 26, 27, 28 26, 28 
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The Chart for Determining the Final Examination Score for the June 2015 Regents
Comprehensive Examination in English will be posted on the Department’s web site
at http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/ on Thursday, June 18, 2015. Conversion
charts provided for previous administrations of the Regents Comprehensive
Examination in English must NOT be used to determine students’ final scores for this
administration.

Online Submission of Teacher Evaluations of the Test to the Department
Suggestions and feedback from teachers provide an important contribution to the test development

process. The Department provides an online evaluation form for State assessments. It contains spaces for
teachers to respond to several specific questions and to make suggestions. Instructions for completing the
evaluation form are as follows:

1. Go to http://www.forms2.nysed.gov/emsc/osa/exameval/reexameval.cfm.

2. Select the test title.

3. Complete the required demographic fields.

4. Complete each evaluation question and provide comments in the space provided.

5. Click the SUBMIT button at the bottom of the page to submit the completed form.


